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1. IF1RODUCTION

During the period of March 2 to June 14, 1983 

Aerodat carried out an airborne geophysical survey 

of approximately 1,570 square kilometers in the Hemlo 

area of Ontario. Equipment operated include a 3 

frequency HEM and VLF electromagnetic systems, a 

magnetometer and a radar positioning device. At a 

nominal line spacing of 100 meters a total of 

15,770 line kilometers of data was acquired.

This report on behalf of Narex Ore Search Consultants 

Ltd. refers to a part of the overall survey, consisting 

of 60.3 line kilometers, (37.5 line miles) flown boring 

the period of March 2 to March 3, 1983.
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2. SURVEY AREA AND LOCATIONS

The index map below outlines the overall survey and 

the location of the property to which this report 

refers. The property outline and related mining 

claim numbers are indicated on the maps accompanying 

the report.

lAfff 
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3. AIRCRAFT AND EQUIPMENT

3.1 Aircraft

The helicopter used for the survey was an Aerospatiale 

A-Star 350-D owned and operated by North Star Helicopters. 

Installation of the geophysical and ancillary equipment 

was carried out by Aerodat. The survey aircraft was 

flown at a nominal altitude of 60 meters.

3.2 Equipment

3.2.1 Electromagnetic System

The electromagnetic system was an Aerodat/ 

Geonics 3 frequency system. Two vertical 

coaxial coil pairs were operated at 950 and 

4500 Hz and a horizontal coplanar coil pair 

at 4100 Hz. The transmitter-receiver separ 

ation was 7 meters. In-phase and quadrature 

signals were measured simultaneously for the 

3 frequencies with a time-constant of 0.1 

seconds. The electromagnetic bird was towed 

30 meters below the helicopter.

3.2.2 VLF-EM System

The VLF-EM System was a Herz 1A. This instru 

ment measures the total field and vertical
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quadrature component of the selected frequency. 

The sensor was towed in a bird 15 meters below 

the helicopter. The station used was NAA, 

Cutler Maine, 17.8 KHz or NLK, Jim Creek 

Washington, 24.8 KHz.

3.2.3 Magnetometer

The magnetometer was a Geometrics G-803 proton 

precession type. The sensitivity of the 

instrument was l gamma at a 0.5 second sample 

rate. The sensor was towed in a bird 15 meters 

below the helicopter.

3.2.4 Magnetic Base Station

An IFG proton precession type magnetometer was 

operated at the base of operations to record 

diurnal variations of the earths magnetic 

field. The clock of the base station was 

synchronized with that of the airborne system.
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3.2.5 Radar Altimeter

A Hoffman HRA-100 radar altimeter was used to 

record terrain clearance. The output from the 

instrument is a linear function of altitude 

for maximum accuracy.

3.2.6 Tracking Camera

A Geocam tracking camera was used to record 

flight path on 35 mm film. The camera was 

operated in strip mode and the fiducial numbers 

for cross reference to the analog and digital 

data were imprinted on the margin of the film.

3.2.7 Analog Recorder

A RMS dot-matrix recorder was used to display 

the data during the survey. A sample record 

with channel identificati^u and scales is 

presented on the following page,



ANALOG CHART

CAMERA
^FIDUCIAL *

J*** . ' _____

COPLANAR QUAD..

COPLANAR INj-PHASE

1^ COAXIAL IN-PHAfiiE:__l 
(HIGH FREQ-.) *

COAXIAL C4UAD

COAXIAL,, IN-PHASE

"^MANUAL FIDUCIAL
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3.2.8 Digital Recorder

A Perle DAC/NAV data system recorded the 

survey data on cassette magnetic tape. 

Information recorded was as follows:

Equipment

EM

VLF-EM

magnetometer

altimeter

fiducial (time)

fiducial (manual)

Interval 

0.1 second 

0.5 second 

O . 5 second 

1.0 second 

1.0 second 

O.2 second
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3.2.9 Radar Positioning System

A Motorola Mini-Ranger (MRS III) radar 

navigation svstem was utilized for both 

navigation and track recovery. Transponders 

located at fixed known locations were inter 

rogated several times per second and the ranges 

from these points to the helicopter measured 

to several meter accuracy. A navigational 

computer triangulates the position of the 

helicopter and provides the pilot with naviga 

tion information. The range/range data was 

recorded on magnetic tape for subsequent flight 

path determination.
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4. DATA PRESENTATION

4 . l Base Map and Flight Path Recovery

The base map, at a scale of 1/15,000 is an 

enlargement of published 1/50,000 topographic 

map-;.

The flight path was derived from the Mini Ranger 

radar positioning system. The distance from the 

helicopter to two established reference locations 

was measured several times per second and the 

position of the helicopter mathematically calcu 

lated by triangulation. It is estimated that the 

flight path is generally accurate to about 30 

meters, with respect to the topographic detail of 

the base rr.ap.
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4 .2 Electromagnetic Profile Maps

The electromagnetic data was recorded digitally at 

a high sample rate o f: 1 0/second with a small time 

constant of 0.1 second. A two stage digital filtering 

process was carried out to reject major sferic events, 

and reduce system noise.

Local atmospheric activity can produce sharp, large 

amplitude events that cannot be removed by conventional 

filtering procedures. Smoothing or stacking will reduce 

their amplitude but leave a broader residual response 

that can be confused with a geological phenomenon. To 

avoid this possibility, a computer algorithm searches 

out and rejects the major "sferic" events.

The signal to noise was further enhanced by the 

application of a low pass filter. The filter was 

applied digitally. It has zero phase shift which 

prevents any lag or peak displacement from occurring 

and it suppresses only variation with a wavelength 

less than about 0.25 seconds. This low effective time 

constant permits maximum profile shape resolution.

Following the filtering processes, a base level 

correction was made. The correction applied is a linear 

function of time that ensures that the corrected 

amplitude of the various inphase and quadrature components
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is zero when no conductive or permeable source is 

present. This filtered and levelled data was then 

presented in profile map form.

The in-phase and quadrature responses of the coaxial 

4500 Hz and the coplanar 4100 Hz configuration are 

presented with flight path on the topographic base 

map.

4.3 Magnetic Contour Maps

The aeromagnetic data was corrected for diurnal 

variations by subtraction of the digitally recorded 

base station magnetic profile. No correction for 

regional variation is applied.

The corrected profile data was interpolated onto a 

regular grid at a 2.5 mm interval using a cubic 

spline technique. The grid provided the basis for 

threading the presented contours at a 10 gamma 

interval.

4.5 VLF-EM Contour Maps

The VLF-EM signal, was compiled in map form. The 

mean response level of the total field signal was 

removed and the data was gridded and contoured at

an interval of 2?,.
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5. INTERPRETATION

The electromagnetic profile maps and VLF contour 

map were analysed and conductor axes interpreted. 

The axes identified are divided into 2 classific 

ations; "probable bedrock conductors" and "possible 

bedrock conductors".

In the first category are those conductors that 

display relatively clear characteristics of a thin, 

steeply dipping conductive source. A discussion 

of the HEM response shape is provided in the 

Appendix. Anomalies with less distinctive charac 

teristics were also included in this category if 

associated with a magnetic feature.

The second category, "possible bedrock conductor" 

were not adequately distinguished oy HEM response 

shape or magnetic association to rule out a 

conductive overburden source.
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or less is indicative of electrolytic conduction in 

faults or shears or possibly minor disseminated miner 

alization. Higher conductances indicate that electronic 

conduction is a factor and that significant sulphide 

or graphite mineralization is present.

Gold, as a result of its low concentration and certain 

base metal sulphides due tc poor electrical conduction, 

cannot be expected to produce a high conductance anomaly. 

Accessory conductive mineralization may produce a recog 

nizable response, and indirectly provide an electro 

magnetic signature. Similarly, a fault or shear zone, 

favourable to mineral emplacement, may be identified by 

electrolytic, as opposed to mineral, conductivity.

The interpreted bedrock conductor axes deserve ground 

follow up consideration as zones potentially favourable 

to gold mineralization. Those of higher conductance may 

warrant investigation as potential base metal sulphide 

targets.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

The "Hemlo" gold deposit is a very weak electro 

magnetic conductor. Cultural interference along 

the road prevented reliable evaluation of electro 

magnetic data over the main zone; however, weak 

HEM and VLF-EM responses are noted along strike. 

The magnetic contour map clearly showed an assoc 

iated linear magnetic anomaly of about 150 gammas 

amplitude.

Gold mineralization, disseminated in the rock 

cannot be expected to produce a measureable elect 

romagnetic anomaly. The associated geologic 

formation may become measureably conductive due to 

accessory sulphide or graphite mineralization or 

even electrolytic conduction within faults and 

shears.



Interpreted bedrock conductor cixes indicate zones 

potentially favourable to gold mineralization and 

deserve ground follow-up investigation. Those 

most familiar with the detailed geology of the area 

can best evaluate the potential significance of the 

conductors and magnetic features md assign relative 

follow up priority.

y . o?"-/- *s 
Respectfully submitted,/./*"'" ~'* -

Augu't 24, 1983
' '/ \^^\ -?

R. L. Scott Hogg, BASc\?i^
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GENERA:. INTERPRETIVE CONSIDERATIONS

Ele c t roma gne tic

The Aerodat 3 frequency system utilizes 2 different 

transmitter-receiver coil geometries. The traditional 

coaxial coil configuration is operated at 2 widely 

separated frequencies and the horizontax coplanar coil 

pair is operated at a frequency approximately aligned 

with the higher frequency.

The electromagnetic response measured by the helicopter 

system is a function of the "electrical" and "geometrical" 

properties of the conductor. The "electrical" property 

of a conductor is determined largely by its conductivity 

and its size and shape; the "geometrical" property of the 

response is largely a function of the concuctors shape and 

orientation with respect to the measuring transmitter and 

receiver.

Electrical Considerations

For a given conductive body the measure of its conductivity 

or conductance is closely related to the measured phase 

shift between the received and transmitted electromagnetic 

field. A small phase shift indicates a relatively high 

conductance, a large phase shift lower conductance. A 

smalx phase shift results in a large in-phase to quadrature
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ratio and a large phase shift a low ratio. This relation 

ship is shown quantitatively for a vertical half-plane 

model on the phasor diagram. Other physical models will 

show the same trend but different quantitative relation 

ships.

The conductance and depth values as determined are correct 

only as far as the model approximates the real geological 

situation. The actual geological source may be of limited 

length, have significant dip, its conductivity and thickness 

may vary with depth and/or strike and adjacent bodies and 

overburden may have modified the response. In general the 

conductance estimate is less affected by these limitations

than the depth estimate but both should be considered a
t 

relative rather than absolute guide to the anomalies

properties.

IOOC

POO

AEROOAT fCM SYSTEM RESPONSE 
VERTICAL HALF-PLANE
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Conductance in mhos is the reciprocal of resistance in 

ohms and in the case of narrow slab-like bodies is the 

product of electrical conductivity and thickness.

Most overburden will have an indicated conductance of less 

than 2 mhos; however, more conductive clays may have an 

apparent conductance of say 2 to 4 mhos. Also in the low 

conductance range will be electrolytic conductors in 

faults and shears.

The higher ranges of conductance, greater than 4 mhos, 

indicate that a significant fraction of the electrical 

conduction is electronic rather than electrolytic in 

nature. Materials that conduct electronically are limited 

to certain metallic sulphides and to graphite. High 

conductance anomalies, roughly 10 mhos or greater, are 

generally limited to sulphide or graphite bearing rocks.

Sulphide minerals with the exception of sphalerite, cinnabar 

and stibnite are good conductors; however, they may occur 

in a disseminated manner that inhibits electrical conduction 

through the rock mass. In this case the apparent conductance 

can seriously underrate the quality of the conductor in 

geological terms. In a similar sense the relatively non 

conducting sulphide minerals noted above may be present in 

significant con-entration in association with minor conductive
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sulphides, and the electromagnetic response only relate

to the minor associated mineralization. Indicated conductance

is also of little direct significance for the identification

of gold mineralization. Although gold is highly conductive

it would not be expected to exist in sufficient quantity

to create a recognizable anomaly, but minor accessory sulphide

mineralization could provide a useful indirect indication.

In summary, the estimated conductance of a conductor can 

provide a relatively positive identification jf significant 

sulphide or graphite mineralization; however, a moderate 

to low conductance value does not rule out the possibility 

of significant economic mineralization.

Geometrical Considerations

Geometrical information about the geologic conductor can 

often be interpreted from the profile shape of the anomaly. 

The change in shape is primarily related to the change in 

inductive coupling among the transmitter, the target, and 

the receiver.

In the case of a thin, steeply dipping, sheet-like conductor, 

the coaxial coil pair will yield a near symmetric peak over 

the conductor. On the other hand the coplanar coil pair will 

pass through a null couple relationship and yield a minimum 

over the conductor, flanked by positive side lobes. As the 

dip of the conductor decreases from \ jtical, the coaxial
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anomaly shape changes only slightly, but in the case of 

the coplanar coil pair the side lobe on the down dip side 

strengthens relative to that on the up dip side.

As the thickness of the conductor increases, induced 

current flow acrosn the thickness of the conductor becomes 

relatively significant and complete null coupling with the 

coplanar coils is no longer possible. As a result, the 

apparent minimum of the coplanar response over the conductor 

diminishes with increasing thickness, and in the limiting 

case of a fully 3 dimensional body or a horizontal layer 

or half-space, the minimum disappears completely.

A horizontal conducting layer such as overburden will produce 

a response in the coaxial and coplanar coils that is a 

function of altitude (and conductivity if not uniform). The 

profile shape will be similar in both coil configurations 

with an amplitude ratio (coplanar/coaxial) of about 4/1.*

In the case of a spherical conductor, the ir-iuced currents 

are confined to the volume of the sphere, but not relatively 

restricted to any arbitrary plane as in the case of a shoet- 

like form. The response of the coplanar coil pni r d:.rect.Xy 

over the sphere may be up to 8* tiir**-- greater than that of 

the coaxial coil pair.
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In summary a steeply dipping, sheet-like conductor will

display a decrease in the coplanar response coincident

with the peak of the coaxial response. The relative

strength of this coplanar null is related inversely to

the thickness of the conductor; a pronounced null indicates

a relatively thin conductor. The dip of such a conductor

can be inferred from the relative amplitudes of the side-lobes

Massive conductors that could be approximated by a conducting 

sphere will display a simple single peak profile form on both 

coaxial and coplanar coils, with a ratio between the coplanar 

to coaxial response amplitudes as high as 8.*

Occasionally if the edge of an overburden zone ~ sharply 

defined with some significant depth extent, r; edge effect 

will occur in the coaxial coils. In th 2 C..SQ of a hoxj.zontal 

conduct! -e ring or ribbon, *~he coaxi^ 1 ^sponse will consist 

of two peaks, one over each edge-: /hereas the coplanar coil 

will yield a single peak.
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* It should be noted at this point that Aerodat's definition 

of the measured ppm unit is related to the primary field 

sensed in the receiving coil without normalization to the 

maximum coupled (coaxial configuration). If such normal 

ization wore applied to the Aerodat units, the amplitude 

of the coplanar coil pair would be halved.
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Magnetics

The Total Field Magnetic Map shows contours of the 

total magnetic field, uncorrected for regional varia 

tion. Whether an EM anomaly with a magnetic correla 

tion is more likely to be caused by a sulphide deposit 

than one without depends on the type of mineralization. 

An apparent coincidence between an EM and a magnetic 

anomaly may be caused by a conductor which is also 

magnetic, or by a conductor which lies in close proximity 

to a magnetic body. The majority of conductors which are 

also magnetic are sulphides containing pyrrhotite and/or 

maonetite. Conductive and magnetic bodies in close 

association can be, and often are, graphite and magnetite. 

It is often very difficult to distinguish between these 

cases. If the conductor is also magnetic, it will usually 

produce an EM anomaly whose general pattern resembles 

that of the magnetics. Depending on the magnetic perme 

ability of the conducting body, the amplitude of the 

inphase EM anomaly will be weakene^., and if the conduc 

tivity is also weak, the inphase EI' ly may even be 

reversed in sign.
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VLF Electromagnetics

The VLF-EM method employs the radiation from powerful 

military radio transmitters as the primary signals. 

The magnetic field associated with the primary field 

is elliptically polarized in the vicinity of electrical 

conductors. The Herz Totem uses three orthogonal coils 

to measure the total field and vertical quadrature 

component of the polarization ellipse.

The relatively high frequency of VLF 15-25 kHz provides 

high response factors for bodies of low conductance. 

Relatively "disconnected" sulphide ores have been found 

to produce measurable VLF signals. For the same reason, 

poor conductors such as sheared contacts, breccia zones, 

narrow faults, alteration zones and porous flow tops normally 

produce VLF anomalies. The method can therefore be used 

effectively for geological mapping. The only relative dis 

advantage of the method lies in its sensitivity to conductive 

overburden. In conductive ground the depth of exploration 

is severely limited.

The effect of strike direction is important in the sense 

of the relation of the conductor axis relative to the 

energizing electromagnetic field. A conductor aligned 

along a radius drawn from a transmitting station will be
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in a maximum coupled orientation and thereby produce a 

stronger response than a similar conductor at a different 

strike angle. Theoretically it would be possible for a 

conductor, oriented tangentially to the transmitter to 

produce no signal. The most obvious effect of the strike 

angle consideration is that conductors favourably oriented 

with respect to the transmitter location and also near 

perpendicular to the flight direction are most clearly 

rendered and usually dominate the map presentation.

The total field response is an indicator of the existence 

and position of a conductivity anomaly. The response will 

be a maximum over the conductor, without any special filtering, 

and strongly favour the upper edge of the conductor even in 

the case of a relatively shallow dip.

The vertical quadrature component over steeply dipping sheet 

like conductor will be a cross-over type response with the 

cross-over closely associated with the upper edge of the 

conductor.

The response is a cross-over type due to the fact that it 

is the vertical rather than total field quadrature component 

that is measured. The response shape is due largely to 

geometrical rather than conductivity considerations and 

the distance between the maximum and minimum on either side 

of the cross-over is related to target depth. For a given 

target geometry, the larger this distance the greater the
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depth.

The amplitude of the quadrature response, as opposed 

to shape, is a function of target conductance and depth 

as well as the conductivity of the overburden and host 

rock. As the primary field travels down to the conductor 

through conductive material, it is both attenuated and 

phase shifted in a negative sense. The secondary field 

produced by this altered field at the target also has an 

associated phase shift. This phase shift is positive and 

is larger for relatively poor conductors. This secondary 

field is attenuated and phase shifted in a negative sense 

during return travel to the surface. The net effect of 

these 3 phase shifts determine the phase of the secondary 

field sensed at the receiver.

A relatively poor conductor in resistive ground will yield 

a net positive phase shift. A relatively good conductor 

in more conductive ground will yield a net negative phase 

shift. A combination is possible whereby the net phase shift 

is zero and the response is purely in-phase with no quad 

rature component.

A net positive phase shift combined with the geometrical 

cross-over shape will lead to a positive quadrature response 

on the side of approach and a negative on the side of 

departure. A net negative phase shift would produce the 

reverse. A further sign reversal occurs with a 180 degree
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change in instrument orientation as occurs on reciprocal 

line headings. Durinj digital processing of the quad 

rature data for map presentation this is corrected for 

by normalizing the sign to one of the flight line headings
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Total 

Total Expenditures Days Credits

S l -r- 15 l -

Instructions 
Tote) Do yi Credits may be appuitionej a; the claim holder's 
choice. Enter numoer of dayi ctvdiu per claim selected 
in columns NT right.

t
Date R c to r r] t d Bolder O' Agent (Signature)

Nov. 8/8 3 /T'^,/^1^.
Certification Verifying Rcpo/t of WoVk

Mm;ng Claims Traversed (List
Mining Claim

Prefix Number

SSM A43143 "'
1643144 *'

[643145 '

643146 ''

643148 /

674479 '

:674480 S

1674481 "'

i 6 744 82 '

!.674J,8.5...!L
674484 v

'

•- - - SAI

RE 

.......... N(
A.M.
1 1 Tl V V

,....... -.. -. .-..-.

ustoll n o 7 (Total Miles o' line Cut 

Day j Mo | Y, j U

n numerical sequence)
E xpend.
Days Cr.

--

—

-—

— H7'
l A.

Ill

———

LT STE.
MIN'NQ C

3 EH

V- 1-0

il.Si

-L

^IM

1

M
•^ .fc

MA
V.

V

®

For Office Use Only
Total 6ays Cr. Dale Recorded 
Recorded - i i

tf bo ffi?, -i. i ^
' ' '*.*: ">^~— — -^

Mminj Claim
Prefix Number

t

Expenil. 
Days Cr.

——— ——

r H MI i i 1 
HI "'^' MAHiE t

Ji'0v i ̂ 7 JQw3 i

^i^m^
i

j— — — — -
RIB " "~~ " "

V

l\4\bfy\

.

—— - ——

— ———

- —————

—— ———

Tot*' numl/er o* mining ] 
claims covered Dy this -. ^ 
report of work. J- ^ J

Mining Recorder

t^S^W-^-c"^-
^̂) ""

, _ ,, _ f J ^*s*
hereby certify ihat 1 have a personal and miimate knowledge o* ihs facu **t forih m the Relict i of Work anr,*^^ 

or ft, messed lame during and/or nftei us completion and the annexed feporl u tri/c.
rjarne and Postal Addren of Perion Certifying

PeteJlJorJl, 20.8 - 4900 Shepjia rd Avenue East , Sea
Da'* Certified

' i ; ' ' (' 7s

rtlifreTo, havng performed the worn

rborough, Ont. MIS 4A7
- e.,,,^,,^,.,

136? (61/9)



Ministry ol 
KJaJura! ' . 
Resources

Onisrio

Report of Work
(Geophysical, G^'Iogical, 
Geochumical aid Exptndituresl

The Mining Act

,
Instructions: - Plpsif type or prim

- II number ol mming claims traversed
rirpi'(is space on thii form, ml/ir, h a list.

Not*: - Only (fays credits calculated in the
"E M";ndiiurns" section may lie entered
m the "Expend. Days Cr." columni.

- Do nol IMP shaded arrft helow
f Surv*vUt

Claim Hold*r(()

T.G.R. Resources Limited

TOi-vn'htp O' A rea

Mpl son Lake^A.r.ea
Protnocior's Lfc*nc*rKlo~~

.-.TJLS..3 L_____.

-20..L...- .4.9 O O Shcppa r d Avenu e. Ea st, Se a

_..Ae rod a t Limited.
i and Addrtts ol Authoi (ol Geo Technical raporU

r b o rough,..On t.. ..Ml.S.. 4.A7
of Su'vty (from t 10)

02 . 03,83 131 10 83
Day ^ Mo. J Vr. J Dny j Mo, j Yr.

Total Milei of line Cut

12

3883 Nashua Drive. Mississauga. Ont. L4V IR3
Credili Requested pci Each Claim in Columns at righi Mining Claims Traversed (Litl in numerical
Spo 

1

1
L

cia! Provisions . i Qavj par 
j Claim

or lirst survey: . . , - t l ecir omagnatic i
Enter 10 days. (This I.. ,... .
.ncludeslinecutl.ngl . Magnetometer 

-0. each additional survey: - Radiometnr
.ing the same grid: 

i - Other 
Enter JO days Cur eeclil ;

Man Da yt Davs pr r

Complete . (verse side j 
and enter to-.allsl here 'c I om* or" I C

- Other i

' Geochem- rn! 
i

Airbo-ne Crtditi Days per 

Note: Special provisions tttciror^ag^enc ' A A

to Airborne Survt'vs. Magnatometer j ^ Q

Expenditures (excludes power stripping!
Type o* Work Partormed

1

——— ........ .... . - . . . .- .-'- . - -'. . -. ---. - ——

u'*l'0ri t)^ t x p0nr1 turf OdV^ CrcO'tfc 

"lotail r npnftditurei Oayi C'fd'U

S I+J15 - i

Trial Davl Credits rri*v be appprlioritd lit ir.f claim Noldtr't 
choii:*. *'.nt*r number o* tlayl credits per claim selected 
in co'umni a: right.

n.i. ReCOrOv'J "O'tfS! flf /iZZLJ, I Signaturel

Nov. a /8 3 /^'/,v
Certif ; -,slion Verilymy Rcport^of Wort

Mining C)a*m

SSM 658751 '

J&
6 
6
6

5875.2^ 
58 7 5 3. ..^. 
58.754..^.. 
58755 s

658756 -
6587.57...^. 

...6 58. 7 58 ../.. 
67S105
675106
675107 '
675108

-
R""'IH'Mk*MMWM

-- -3AU

R EC

A.M."
?)8l9iJ.O ( ,

.

Expend. 
Days C'

:

T STfiT"'l0 "

-— —

L
R

.M.

Mi 
V

38,
H | (

For OHice Use Only

Recordeo

''•i 7

Date ^tcoirted

1 hereby certify that 1 have a (xisonal and intirrviie knowledge ol the tacts set (oiih in 
or witnessed ..anie during and/or after 114 completion and the nimened reoori is true

Nanta t no f*otial Aodran of Person Certifying

Peter Born, 208 - 4900 Sheppard. Avenue

..-.. .. - .^'-"..'."9.5'*.'^ . . - -

1
; 

i

"SAl'LT"
E c""

Mjp^ii 

k

t

E D 

}
if lv" '

-— -—

r7'SB3"~ 
- f

IsUlSiSMp

—-

—•N.

•^**

_ ... ^ ^ ^..., ,....

..... . .. — —

,. . . . . . . . . -.-

T o**' number ji* mtnmQ
tia^rni cuve'*o by this 
report 0* w ork

Mthmg Fie

fflj™ 
W~~

^ r j
F-fe

i ^

•' —

Days C'.

—————

—————

. —— —

... ——— .

— ———

—— . ——

————

————

12

jtf^)

5
the Report ol Work innexrcMkaurfo, having performed the work

East. Scarborouch. Ont. MIS
Daw Ctrtifiad 

ffi/ ^ L /. ..- 1

4A7
Cerp^by^g,,.,,



'.;y?.'.^.^^ * S

Ontario

Report of Work
.., , , . - , 

Resources Isophysical. Geological,
Geochemical and Expenditures)

The Mining Act

Instructions: - Pleaso type or prim.
-- tl number of mining claims traversed

e*c*edi space on this form, etiech a lilt.
Nol*: - Only du y i credits calculated in the

"Expenditures" lection may be entered
m the "Expend. Oays O." columns.

— Do not use shaded areas below.
1 ype of SurvtyU)

Airborne
Township o' Amt

Molson Lake - Bomby Twp

Search Consultants Inc. T3241Narex Ore
Addriss

208 - 4900 Sheppard Avenue East, Scarborough, Ont. MIS 4A7
Survey Company

J.
Aerodat Limited

flame and Addrest of Author (o* Geo Tecr-nicsi report)

3883 Nashua Drive, Mississauga, Ont. L4V 1R3

atfWil f)'^'*^*}0"1 ^Ji'f ' 1Q Q 3 [Total Miles o* line Cut

Cicdits Requited per Each Claim in Columns at right Mining Claims Traversed {List in numerical sequence)
Special Provision, G.ophy.ic.l l Day, p., 

l c'"m

for f irst survey: f | ( j

Enter 40 days. (This _ —. 
includes line culling) . Magnetometer

For each additional survey: r,a,j,o"'Biric 

using the same grid; l '
- Other

Enter 20 days (for each)

Geo'ogicai

'

M' n C" vl Geopnysicsi Days pe.

Complete reverse side ' 
Bid enter total(s) hero ' l' c ' o:naQ"' I C

i

Other 

Geologies!

Airoocne Credits 1 Days per
i Claim

Note: Special provisions tlecuomagncnc , 40
credits do not apply i ; --- — - 
to Airborne Surveys Magn.tometer

l
Expenditures (excludes power stripping)
Ivno o* Work Performed

Portormed on C*aim(i)

Calculatiori o* Expenditure Days Credit* 
total 

Ton. Expenditures Days Credits

S -i- 15 -

Tom Days Credi's mav tio apportioned at ihe claim holder's 
choice. Enter number of days credits pm claim selected 
in columns at right.

O ^
Date Oecor d/d *}tfy l e* or/vfl/nt (Signature)

Certification Verifying ReprrtTof Work '

Mining Claim 
Prefix j Number

SSM. ...624.485.,..
674486 

674487

-. . .. . . ... . ~ - . .

GAULT !

R G'CH

DEC--
A.M.

w.,.

E xpend. 
Days Cr.

--- ———

re. MAP
:9 Oiv.i "V-

-198
:;,"i "T,"

? 5C

^ L A

E 

E

3
i

r-

Mining Claim
Prefix f Number

.- -.... ....... ————

—™.. .......... —

i

•--—— - — -— ——

D l----- - -

'—. . ......—....

M r r f-iv - - — -— -
-' - C D

13; - ,--..-....™

5 -Cr-'^. -- -

E upend. 
Days Cr.

- ————

—————

—————

-- —— ——

-- ————

- —————

. ——— -

"total number of mining 
C4a-ms covered by this 3 
fepOM of work,

For Office Uie Only ~\
Total payt C'. Da'e Recorded fining Rrcoroer j 
FU-co'rded f /, ^ ^^^ .s* /S "l ''

,-\ , Dite Approvi'tf'as Recorded Branch Director /*ff}^ /f s*J (s

j

1 hereby certify that 1 have a personal and intimate knowledge o! the Iscts sei forth ir. Ihc Report of Work annoed hereto, having performed the work 
or witnessed same during and/or ader its completion and the annexed report is .rue.

Name and Postal Address of Person Certifying
Peter Born, 208 - 4900 Sheppard Avenue East, Scarborough, Ont. MIS 4A7

Date Certified , Q -
Dec. 8/83 c" 'M^i V^^" '

136? (81/91 t-"t W f



Mmisfryof Geotechnicalru;ies R*po",
Ontario - Approval

Fit*

Mining Lands Comments

u
To: Geophysics - R
Comment*

With to t*e *g*in with co'nctiont
Dat*

DTo: Geology- Expenditures i/

Co/nmtiitt

[ j Approved [ l With to *ee *Qain with correction!
Signature

DTo: Geochemistry

Signature
f l Approved f~)wijh loteeeaain wilh corrertiont



1983 11 21 2.6017

Mrs. H.V. St. Jules
Mining Recorder
Ministry of Natural Resources
875 Queen Street East
P.O. Box 669
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
P6A 5N2

Dear Madam:

We have received reports and maps for an Airborne 
Geophysical (Electromagnetic and Magnetometer survey 
submitted on mining claims SSM 658751 et al In the 
Area of Molson Lake.

This material will be examined and assessed and a 
statement of assessment work credits will be Issued.

We do not have a copy of the report of work which 1s 
normally filed with you prior to the submission of 
this technical data. Please forward a copy as soon 
as possible.

Yours very truly,

E.F. Anderson
Director
Land Management Branch

Whitney Block, Room 6643 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3 
Phone:(416)965-1380

A. Barr:mc

cc: T.G.R. Resources Ltd 
Suite 208
4900 Sheppard Ave East 
Scarborough, Ontario 
MIS 4A7



1983 11 23 2.6017

Mrs. M.V. St. Jules
Mining Recorder
Ministry of Natural Resources
875 Queen Street East
P.O. Box 669
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
P6A 5N2

Dear Madam:

We have received reports and maps for an Airborne Geophysical 
(Electromagnetic and Magnetometer) survey submitted on mining 
claims TB 643143 et al In the Township cf Bomby and the Area 
of Molson Lake.

This material will be examined and assessed and a statement 
of assessment work credits will be Issued.

We do not have a copy of the report of work which 1s normally 
filed with you prior to the submission of this technical data. 
Please forward a copy as soon as possible.

Yours very truly,

E.F. Anderson
Director
Land Management Branch

Whitney Block, Room C643 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3 
Phone:(416)965-1380

A. Barr:mc

cc: Narex Ore Search Consultants Inc 
Suite 208
4900 Sheppard Avenue East 
Scarborough, Ontario 
MIS 4A7



NAREX Ore Search Consultants Inc.

4800 Sheppard Avenue East. Suite 208. Scarborough 
Ontario. Canada M IS 4A7 Tel. (416)293-2900

PecembeA. B , J 9 83

St. Jutu, 
Mining RecoideA. 
Sault Ste.. MoAie P-i vision 
P.O. B ox 669 
i 75 Queen Stteet 
SAULT STE. MARIE, Ont. 
P6A 5M2

MA-5. S/

Soucd

{find a WOA/Z RepoAt ^OA aiAioAne AuAveya on C&tund SSM674485 
to 6 744B7 i.ncJbuAi.ve.. Tneae s hould have been xjac-tuded on a pieutoai

Na^ex aiAboAwe iuAueyA ^ece^-vtd bt/ you on NouembeA 10, J 983.
COVCA6 12 c&umi, p^t6 ine ^/iA.ee C^UWA mentioned above, 

totafJU.ng J 5 cfcumA. The lepoA* hoi been Aubm^tted to Toronto ^o- 
thcAeiJo-'ie, woutd you p-teaAe adv^AC that o^-tce OjJ the th^ee addJUUionaJi 
c&u-mA covered by the AuAveyA which thouJtd ^.ece^ve 80 dayA a^ibo/me credit 
each.

In addition, 1 am s ending a co/iAected wo/ife iheet j50^- diamond d/icttcng, the 
ofiiginat ofi which UIOA -ient ^O6t weefe. Some eAAo^A wete made ijt dcit/u-butcon 
and have been co-vtected on the enc^o^ed Aheet. My apotogiu {^01 the mix-up.

-det me fenoto ijj theAe oAe any di^icaCtieA with e-ttheA item.

PeteA
Project Geo-tog-ut.

PB.-SG

SAULT STE. M ARIE l MlMir.'i r. v
IR E c L i v ;: ;; 

DEC 9 883 f
A.M. p fi. '
?i?i9iip|ij ( ;2| j..i ;-j,.j,r,.r

—: ' * * ! i' il . 1 1 l
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Ministry of
Natural
Resource*

Ontario

Report of Work
(Geophysical, Geological, 
Geochemical and Expenditures)

00A \ The Mining Art

Instructions: - Please type or print,
- H number of mining claims treversed 

exceeds space on th'* form, attach a list. 
Note: - Only days credits calculated In the 

"Expenditures" section may be entered 
in the "Expend. Days Cr." columns.

- Do not use shaded areas below.
Type of Surveyisl

Ai rborne
Township or Area
Molson Lake - Bomby Twp

Claim Holdar(s)

Narex Ore Search Consultants Inc.
Prospector's Licence No,

T1241
Addrass
208 - 4900 Sheppard Avenue East, Scarborough, Ont. MIS 4A7

Survay Company

Aerodat Limited Pay j Mo J Yr, Pay J ,Mo, j Yf.

Total Miles of line Cut
3

Narrvt and / ddran of Author (of Oao-Trchnlcal raport)
3883 Nashua Drive, Mississauga, Ont. L4V 1R3

Credits Requested per Each Claim in Columns at right
Spaclal Provli'ons

For firn survey:
Ent*' 40 days, (This 
include! line cutting)

For xach additional survey: 
using the same grid:

Enter 20 days (tor each)

Man Days

Complete reverse side 
and enter total(s) here

Airborne Credits

Note: Special provisions
credits do not apply 
to Airborne Surveys.

Geophysical

- Electromagnetic

- Magnetometer

- RiJiometrlc

- Olhar 

Geological 

Geochemical

Geophysical

- Electromagnetic' 

' Magnetometer

- Radiometric

- Other 

Oeolog'cel 

Geochemical .

Electromagnetic

Magnetometer

fledlometrlc

Days par
Claim

D*yi par 
Claim

Days per 
Claim

40

40

•xpendiuiret lexcludes power stripping)
Type of Work Part or mad

Performed on Oaim(s)

Calculation of Expenditure Days Credits 

Total Expenditures

Instructions
Total Days Credits may be apportioned at the claim holder's 
choice. Enter number of days credits par claim selected 
tn columns at right.

Mining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence!
Mining Claim

Prefix

SSM—

.

:

Number

674485
674486

...6:7-4 .483 ——

eAusy
~ R-E-C-E

r\ r rv—— Bctr
A.!.1.

fi9i9.iCi^i

Expend. 
Days Cr.

TE. MAR
3 DIV.-rr

ionISO

2ih-l

b 

Vi

Mining Claim
Piatlx

D

r*.* * 
*

Number

-

Expend.
Days Cr.

Total numbt* of 
tUimi eovi'fd by thli 
r*poM of work.

For Office Use Only
f ota Days Cr. 
Recorded

Recorded

PjsU Apcraxrt at BMBI***-

Certification Verifying Repoi

Mining Reco*o*r

&..--W rt.. v|n( il^'fo

l hereby certify that l have a personal and intimate knowledge ol the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed hereto, having performed the work 
or witnessed tame during and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.

Neme end Postal Address ol Person Certifying
Peter Born, 208 - 4900 Sheppard Avenue East, Scarborough, Ont. MIS 4A7

963 II1/V)

Dete Certifiede Car t Hied. ,- ,Dec. 8/83 y (Sroiture)



1/2

HEMLO PROJECT

;oAxiAU

SCALE 1 /15,000 
O K i lorn* t r*

1/2 Mile

AERODATLIMITED

DATE: March-June 1983

N.T.S. No'

rfAP No:

66*00'

42C12NW8I12 42CI2NW0021 MOLSON LAKE 200

HELICOPTER ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEM

Coil Configuration -Coaxial
Separation - 7 metres
Frequency -4500 Hz.

Mean Sensor Altitude -30 metres
Horizontal Positioning-MRS IH radar positioning

p-p.m. 
30 i

20:
10
O

In-phase

Quadrature
AEROOAT HEM SYSTEM RESPONSE 

VERTICAL HALF-PLANE
o'//

100 
IN-PHASE [ppml

t-N-



\

HEMLO PROJECT

SCALE IXI5,OOO 
O l Kilomitrt

1/2 1/2 MM*

AERODAT LIMITED

DATE' March-June 1983

N. T. S. No '

MAP

86*00'

LAKE 

SUPERIOR

HELICOPTER ELECTROMAGNETIC SYSTEM
, J *s

Coil Configuration - Coptenor
Sepbrotlon -7
,fj-*a.uejKy - 4100 Hz,

-30 metres
radar B09ttionln

42C12NW01I2 42C12NWe021 MOLSON LAKE eio



HEMLO PROJECT

VLF-EM TOTAL FIELD

SCALE 1/15,000 
O l K i lorn* t rt

1/2 1/2 Mil*

AERODAT LIMITED

DATE' March-June 1983
N. T. S. No :

MAP

86-00'

48-45'

Marathon

LAKE 

SUPERIOR

VLF-EM

Instrument-- Herz Totem 2A
Statiorv NAA Cutler, Maine-17.8 kHz.

Mean Sensor A ltitude- 45 metres
Horizontal Positioning-- MRS m radar positioning

- 2 tVo.........
contour interval 2 0A

NOTE-' The total f ield w ill usually indicate 
a local maximum over the upper 
edge of a steeply d ipping c onductor.

42C12NWei13 42C12NW0021 MOLSON LAKE 220

00 J f



\

HEMLO PROJECT

TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD

SCALE 1/15,000 
O Kilometre

1/2 1/2 MM*

AERODAT LIMITED

DATE' March-June 1983

. T . S. No '

1AP

86'OO'

48-45!

SUPERIOR

MAGNETOMETER
Instrument; Geometrics G-803
Mean Sensor Altitude^ 45 metres
Horizontal Positioning; MRS m radar positioning

250 gammas.

5O gammas.

l O gammas, 
contour interval 10 gammas

-N-

003
42C12NW0112 42C12NWO021 MOLSON LAKE 230



HEMLO PROJECT

INTERPRETATION

SCALE 1/15,000 
O l Kilometre

1/2 1/2 Mile

AERODAT LIMITED

DATE' March-June 1983

N. T. S. No :

MAP

66'00'

48- 45'

Marathon

LAKE 

SUPERIOR

INTERPRETATION

Interpreted conductive 
axis within bedrock
Possible conductive axis 
within bedrock
Probable cultural conductor -N-

AJ^J - 00 J/, -#5
42CI2NW8I12 42C12NWe*21 MOLSON LAKE 240


